WIRING TESTS
WITH THE CPOL2
Having the correct polarity for voltage and current transformer circuits
is essential if the protection relay
that is connected to them is going to
function properly.
For example, distance relays use measured values to determine if the direction of a fault is forwards or backwards.
Therefore, incorrect polarity can sometimes make it impossible to draw proper
conclusions, which in turn causes failures.
The problem of transformer
core magnetization
Until now, polarity checks have often
been carried out with a battery and an
analog voltmeter. This is done by briefly
injecting power from the battery after
which the checker is shown either a
positive or negative output on the voltmeter. This method is quick and simple,
but it has one key disadvantage: The direct current from the battery magnetizes
the transformer core over time. It should
then be demagnetized following the
test, but this rarely occurs in practice. If a
fault occurs in the power supply system,
the magnetized transformer reaches
saturation too soon and distorts the
current on the secondary side, which can
result in protection system malfunctions
and costly failures. Furthermore, this
method also doesn’t allow the polarity
along the entire path from the current
transformer to the relay to be measured
simply and reliably.
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The “Safe and eﬃcient polarity check during
commissioning” video shows a demonstration
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of methods 1 and 2 with injection method A
in a real application:
www.omicron.energy/video-cpol2

Schematic diagram of a polarity check with the CPOL2
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